Question 1: Is HACC open to substitutions on substrates (cover stock and text pages) if they provide cost savings without sacrificing the quality of the piece?

Answer 1: Samples must be provided -- As long as stock is 80# white gloss / 60# white gloss / 80-90% brightness

Question 2: Would HACC be open to a final trim size of 8.5’ x 10.875” vs. 8.5” x 11”?  

Answer 2: No – must be 8-1/2 x 11

Question 3: What type of Proof is required: Epson and Blue line?

Answer 3: Epson

Question 4: Page 13 the second item for pricing called "Mailing Fulfillment (preparing for mailing - does not include postage). Should that cost include list services & ink-jetting the address OR just list services?

Answer 4: Ink-jetting the address - Foundation / HACC will supply list

Question 5: Is there any flexibility in the page signature counts?

Answer 5: Possibly, depends on our page count